## PROGRAM (v. 21/06/21)

**Time zone:** Central European Time (CET) - Paris

*We recommend that remote participants use the VIRTUAL EVENT. Those who will be on site can easily use the WEB APP. No paper-based material will be distributed.*
- **Virtual event:** https://www.amselagv.com
- **Web app:** https://pwa.amselagv.com

### Tuesday 22 June 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01:00pm - 01:30pm</td>
<td>Welcome and registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:30pm - 02:00pm</td>
<td>Forewords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:00pm - 03:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Keynote Lecture # 1 [Room La Major - 2nd floor]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Gilles DURANTON - University of Pennsylvania, Wharton School&lt;br&gt;<em>Chair: Alain Trannoy</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:00pm - 03:20pm</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:20pm - 05:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Parallel session A</strong>&lt;br&gt;A1 - Health I / IV&lt;br&gt;A2 - Education&lt;br&gt;A3 - Environment I / IV&lt;br&gt;A4 - Household behavior and family economics I / II&lt;br&gt;A5 - Political Economy I / IV&lt;br&gt;A6 - Macroeconomics I / II&lt;br&gt;A7 - Human capital&lt;br&gt;A8 - Growth I / III&lt;br&gt;A9 - Economics of gender and discriminations I / II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:00pm - 05:15pm</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:15pm - 06:15pm</td>
<td><strong>Keynote Lecture # 2 [Room La Major - 2nd floor]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Wojciech KOPCZUK - Columbia University&lt;br&gt;<em>Chair: Charles Figuières</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:00pm - 11:30pm</td>
<td>Dinner - Le Rowing Club - Rooftop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Wednesday 23 June 2021**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30am - 09:00am</td>
<td>Welcome and registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 09:00am - 10:40am | **Parallel session B**  
|                  | B1 - Natural experiment  
|                  | B2 - Environment II / IV  
|                  | B3 - Optimal taxation  
|                  | B4 - Political economy II / IV  
|                  | B5 - Health II / IV  
|                  | B6 - Lab or field experiments  
|                  | B7 - Crime, corruption, violence  
|                  | B8 - Fiscal policies and behavior of economic agents I / III  
|                  | B9 - Development  |
| 10:40am - 11:00am | Coffee Break                                                         |
| 11:00am - 12:00pm | **Keynote Lecture # 3 [Room La Major - 2nd floor]**  
|                  | Hervé MOULIN - University of Glasgow, Adam Smith Business School  
|                  | Chair: Charles Figuières                                            |
| 12:00pm - 01:20pm | Lunch                                                                |
| 01:20pm - 03:00pm | **Parallel session C**  
|                  | C1 - Macroeconomics II / II  
|                  | C2 - Labor demand, search & matching  
|                  | C3 - Asymmetric and Private Information I / II  
|                  | C4 - Network  
|                  | C5 - Migration  
|                  | C6 - Political economy III / IV  
|                  | C7 - Health III / IV  
|                  | C8 - Fertility, family planning, child care, children, youth  
|                  | C9 - Urban & spatial economics, economic geography  |
| 03:00pm - 03:20pm | Coffee Break                                                         |
| 03:20pm - 04:20pm | **Keynote Lecture # 4 [Room La Major - 2nd floor]**  
|                  | Matthew O. JACKSON - Stanford University  
|                  | Chair: Yann Bramoullé                                                |
| 04:20pm - 04:40pm | Coffee Break                                                         |
| 04:40pm - 06:20pm | **Parallel session D**  
|                  | D1 - Firm behavior I / II  
|                  | D2 - Value, culture, social preferences, ethics, ideology  
|                  | D3 - Public goods and externalities  
|                  | D4 - Growth II / III  
|                  | D5 - Personal income, wealth and their distribution  
|                  | D6 - Housing market and policies  
|                  | D7 - Political economy IV / IV  
|                  | D8 - Business taxes and subsidies  
<p>|                  | D9 - Environment III / IV  |
| 07:30pm - 11:30pm | Dinner - La Casa Delauze                                              |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00am - 10:20am</td>
<td>Welcome and registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20am - 12:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Parallel session E</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E1 - Environment IV / IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 - Risk &amp; Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E3 - Household behavior and family economics II / II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E4 - Growth III / III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E5 - Welfare, well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E6 - Fiscal policies and behavior of economic agents II / III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E7 - Equity, justice and other normative criteria and measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E8 - Economics of the elderly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E9 - Economic demography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm - 01:20pm</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:20pm - 02:20pm</td>
<td><strong>Keynote Lecture # 5 [Room La Major - 2nd floor]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iván WERNING - MIT Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Céline Poilly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:20pm - 02:40pm</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:40pm - 04:20pm</td>
<td><strong>Parallel session F</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1 - International trade and finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F2 - Economics of gender and discriminations II / II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F3 - Fiscal policies and behavior of economic agents III / III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F4 - Asymmetric and Private Information, peer effects II / II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F5 - Intergovernmental interactions, spatial economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F6 - Health IV / IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F7 - Taxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F8 - Firm behavior II / II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F9 - Law economics, illegal behaviors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Session A1 - Health I / IV
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VIDAL-NAQUET Elie
Chair: MAHMOUDI Naomie
Room "Salle Grand Large" (1st floor)
1. "When a Doctor Falls from the Sky: The Impact of Easing Doctor Supply Constraints on Mortality"
   OKEKE Edward, RAND - Remotely
   BUCK Lindsey, University of Connecticut - Remotely
3. "Should a disability be declared? Evidence from a multi-criteria test in France"
   MAHMOUDI Naomie, Labor Chair of PSE, Univ. Gustave Eiffel, ERUDITE, TEPP-CNRS - On site

Session A2 - Education
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ARLIA Daniela
Chair: MORAULT Pauline
Room "Salle La Major" (2nd floor)
1. "Effects of Kindergarten Attendance on Child Development: Estimates at the Intensive Margin"
   NAGHAVI Arash, University of Wuppertal - On site
2. "Neighbor Effects and Track Choice"
   HÉMET Camille, Ecole Normale Supérieure, PSE - On site
3. "Redistributive versus educational policy"
   PESTIEAU Pierre, Université de Liège - Remotely
4. "Winners and Losers from the Protestant Reformation: An Analysis of the Network of European Universities"
   MORAULT Pauline, Thema, CY Cergy Paris Université - On site

Session A3 - Environment I / IV
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): GENNA Kevin
Chair: DAUBANES Julien
Room "Salle Lacydon" (1st floor)
1. "When standards have better distributional consequences than carbon taxes"
   ZHAO Jiaxin, University of Oxford - Remotely
2. "Air Pollution, Health, and Racial Disparities: Evidence from Ports"
   HUANG Pei, ZEW - Remotely
3. "Tackling Transport-Induced Pollution in Cities: A case Study in Paris"
   LEROUTIER Marion, Paris School of Economics, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne - On site
4. "Green bonds, short-termism, and climate policy"
   DAUBANES Julien, University of Geneva - On site

Session A4 - Household behavior and family economics I / II
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VINCENT Sarah
Chair: TRÉGUIER Julie
Room "Salle Mucem" (2nd floor)
1. "Wage Risk and Government and Spousal Insurance"
   PAZ-PARDO Gonzalo, European Central Bank - Remotely
2. "Unconventional Monetary Policy and Household Credit Inequality"
   XU Ying, IHEID - Remotely
3. "Togetherness in the Household"
   COSAERT Sam, Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic Research (LISER) - Remotely
   TRÉGUIER Julie, INED - On site

Session A5 - Political economy I / IV
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Session A6 - Macroeconomics I / II
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): BAHLOUL ZEKKARI Kathia
Chair: PIÉTRI Océane
Room "Salle Joliette" (1st floor)
1 "Evolving Monetary Policy in the Aftermath of the Great Recession"
   ORTMANS Aymeric, Université Paris-Saclay - Remotely
2 "Choosing the European Fiscal Rule"
   BUSS Ginters, Latvijas Banka - Remotely
3 "MORTGAGE BORROWING CAPS: DEBT, DEFAULT AND WELFARE"
   OLIVEIRA Joao, Nova School of Business and Economics - Remotely
4 "When Inequality Matters: Distributional Issues under Optimal Fiscal Response to a Monetary Shock"
   PIÉTRI Océane, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - On site

Session A7 - Human capital
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PONSARD Jade
Chair: BELIANSKA Anna
Room "Salle Estaque" (1st floor)
1 "The impact of EITC on education, labor market trajectories, and inequalities"
   POIRIER Arthur, Le Mans University - On site
2 "Do informational frictions affect enrollment in public-sponsored training? Results from an online experiment"
   MBIH Esther, CREST-X-ENSAE - Remotely
3 "Do Job Counselors Matter? Measuring Counselor Value-Added in Job Search."
   DROMUNDO Sofia, CNRS, Paris School of Economics - Remotely
4 "Macroeconomic Uncertainty and Capital-Skill Complementarity"
   BELIANSKA Anna, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - On site

Session A8 - Growth I / III
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): TISSOT Valentin
Chair: THOMMEN Yann
Room "Salle Petit Saint Jean" (1st floor)
1 "The Rise of the Educated Class"
   ZEIRA Joseph, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem - Remotely
2 "Wealth Distribution, Political Struggle, and Industrialization: Theory and Evidence"
   VESELOV Dmitry, National Research University Higher School of Economics - Remotely
3 "Entrepreneurship, growth and productivity with bubbles"
   RAURICH Xavier, University of Barcelona - Remotely
4 "Reforms of Collective Bargaining Institutions in European Union Countries: Bad Timing, Bad Outcomes?"
   THOMMEN Yann, University of Strasbourg - Beta - On site

Session A9 - Economics of gender and discriminations I / II
Tuesday 22 June - 3:20 PM - 5:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ELASS Kenza
Chair: CHAWLA Anushka
Room "Salle Saint Jean" (1st floor)
1 "J'accuse! Antisemitism and Financial Markets in the Time of the Dreyfus Affair"
   DO Quoc-Anh, Northwestern University - Remotely
Session B1 - Natural experiment
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ARLIA Daniela
Chair: THEBAULT Georgia
Room "Salle Grand Large" (1st floor)

1. "Evaluating the Effectiveness of Policies Against a Pandemic"
   LUDWIG Alexander, Goethe Universität - Remotely

2. "Optional course enrollment as a mechanism for within-school segregation: Evidence from a French reform"
   SOUIDI Youssef, PSE - On site

3. "Contagion and Conflict: Evidence from India"
   MEHROTRA Rahul, Graduate Institute Geneva - Remotely

4. "Students’ Preferences, Capacity Constraints and Post-Secondary Achievements in a Non-Selective System"
   THEBAULT Georgia, EHESS, Paris School of Economics - On site

Session B2 - Environment II / IV
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): GENNA Kevin
Chair: NOAILLY Joelle
Room "Salle Lacydon" (1st floor)

1. "Carbon Price Floors and Low-Carbon Investment: A Survey of German Firms"
   OHLENDORF Nils, Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change - Remotely

2. "Nudging towards optimal self-protection under uncertainty. An application to Lyme disease exposure in forest recreational activities"
   AUGERAUD-VÉRON Emmanuelle, University of Bordeaux, GREThA - Remotely

3. "Is meat too cheap? Towards optimal meat taxation"
   FUNKE Franziska, TU Berlin - Remotely

4. "Heard the News? Environmental Policy and Clean Investments"
   NOAILLY Joelle, Graduate Institute Geneva - On site

Session B3 - Optimal taxation
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PONSARD Jade
Chair: TRANNOY Alain
Room "Salle Saint Jean" (1st floor)

1. "Inequality as an Externality: Consequences for Tax Design"
   STØSTAD Morten Nyborg, Paris School of Economics - On site

2. "On the Optimal Reform of Income Support for Single Parents"
   SIASSI Nawid, TU Wien - Remotely

3. "Revealing Inequality Aversion from Tax Policy"
   BERG Kristoffer, University of Oslo - Remotely

4. "Gini and Optimal Income Taxation by Rank"
   TRANNOY Alain, EHESS, AMSE - On site

Session B4 - Political economy II / IV
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): TISSOT Valentin
Chair: CLOLÉRY Héloïse
Room "Salle Mucem" (2nd floor)

   ZHONG Weifeng, Mercatus Center at George Mason University - Remotely

2. "More to the picture than meets the eye? Governors’ popularity, voters’ polarization and political budget cycles"
   IQBAL Hira, LEM-CNRS - On site

   GENTILI Elena, Bank of Italy - Remotely
Session B5 - Health II / IV
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): BAHLOUL ZEKKARI Kathia
Chair: ROSSIGNOL Stéphane
Room "Salle Notre Dame" (2nd floor)
1. "Managing a Pandemic: The Crucial Roles of Time"
   YASHIV Eran, Tel Aviv University - Remotely
2. "Heterogeneity in retail prices during the Great Lockdown. Evidence from Belgium"
   HINDRIKS Jean, Université Catholique de Louvain - Remotely
3. "Face mask use and physical distancing before and after mandatory masking: Evidence from public waiting lines"
   FRIEDRICHSEN Jana, HU Berlin - Remotely
4. "Optimal lockdown policies"
   ROSSIGNOL Stéphane, Université Paris 8 St-Denis - On site

Session B6 - Lab or field experiments
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): CHAWLA Anushka
Chair: LEFEBVRE Mathieu
Room "Salle Joliette" (1st floor)
1. "Network promotion of mobile money : experimental evidence from Peru."
   DJEBBARI Habiba, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - On site
2. "Preventing public bads: the role of liability and social norms"
   JACOB Julien, University of Strasbourg, BETA - On site
3. "Expressive Voting vs. Self-Serving Ignorance"
   OHNDORF Markus, University of Innsbruck - Remotely
4. "Reference points or disutility spillovers? Theoretical and experimental investigation of working time choices"
   LEFEBVRE Mathieu, University of Strasbourg - On site

Session B7 - Crime, corruption, violence
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VIDAL-NAQUET Elie
Chair: TANGUY Jérémy
Room "Salle Estaque" (1st floor)
1. "Self-Selecting Candidates or Compelling Voters: How Organized Crime Affects Political Selection"
   STIMOLO Marco, University of Naples "Federico II" - On site
2. "In the Heat of the Moment: Heat, Crime, and Justice"
   BEHRER Arnold, Stanford University - Remotely
3. "Getting used to terrorist threats? Evidence from French terrorist attacks between 2015 and 2016"
   TANGUY Jérémy, Université Savoie Mont Blanc - On site

Session B8 - Fiscal policies and behavior of economic agents I / III
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ELASS Kenza
Chair: DORSCH Michael
Room "Salle Petit Saint Jean" (1st floor)
1. "Nonparametric welfare analysis for discrete choice: levels and differences of individual and social welfare"
   DE SADELEER Liebrecht, KU Leuven - Remotely
2. "Pareto-improving tax reforms and the Earned Income Tax Credit"
   BOYER Pierre, Ecole polytechnique - On site
3. "Real estate transaction taxes and credit supply"
   MAREK Philipp, Deutsche Bundesbank - Remotely
4. "The long shadow of imperial rule on compliance behavior"
   DORSCH Michael, Central European University - On site

Session B9 - Development
Wednesday 23 June - 9:00 AM - 10:40 AM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VINCENT Sarah
Chair: PEVERI Julieta
Room “Salle La Major” (2nd floor)
1 “Cash Transfers and Micro-Enterprise Performance: Theory and Quasi-Experimental Evidence from Kenya”
STERCK Olivier, University of Oxford - Remotely
2 “Farmers’ adaptation capacities to climate change in Rural Senegal: linking agricultural practices, climate and household poverty. Evidence from Niakhar”
NGUEMDJO Ulrich, Aix-Marseille University - Remotely
3 “The Effects of “Nonbinding” Price Floors: Theoretical and Experimental Results”
SALANT Stephen, University of Michigan - Remotely
4 “Interest Groups’ Contributions, Political Selection and the Quality Incumbency Advantage: Evidence from Brazil”
PEVERI Julieta, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - On site

Session C1 - Macroeconomics II / II
Wednesday 23 June - 1:20 PM - 3:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): BAHLOUL ZEKKARI Kathia
Chair: CLAIN-CHAMOSSET-YVRARD Lise
Room “Salle La Major” (2nd floor)
1 “Real-time fiscal policy responses in the OECD from 1997 to 2018: procyclical and sustainable”
ALDAMA Pierre, Banque de France - Remotely
2 “Fiscal Dominance”
MARTIN Fernando, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis - Remotely
3 “Raising the Inflation Target: What Are the Effective Gains in Policy Room?”
L’HUILLIER Jean-Paul, Brandeis University - Remotely
4 “Rational housing demand bubble”
CLAIN-CHAMOSSET-YVRARD Lise, Université de Lyon - GATE - On site

Session C2 - Labor demand, search & matching
Wednesday 23 June - 1:20 PM - 3:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ELASS Kenza
Chair: RUFFO Hernan
Room “Salle Saint Jean” (1st floor)
1 “The intensity of COVID-19 Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions and labor market outcomes in the public sector”
MARCÉN Miriam, Universidad de Zaragoza - Remotely
2 “Labor Market Effects of a Minimum Wage: Evidence from Ecuadorian Monthly Administrative Data”
CHOI Jaerim, University of Hawaii - Remotely
3 “Unemployment Insurance when the Wealth Distribution Matters”
RUFFO Hernan, Universidad Torcuato Di Tella - Remotely

Session C3 - Asymmetric and private information I / II
Wednesday 23 June - 1:20 PM - 3:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VINCENT Sarah
Chair: TSODIKOVICH Yevgeny
Room “Salle Grand Large” (1st floor)
1 “Why do migrants stay unexpectedly? Misperceptions and implications for integration”
VERHEYDEN Bertrand, Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic Research - Remotely
2 “Shining with the stars’: Coworkers’ Quality, Competition, and Screening”
BARIGOZZI Francesca, University of Bologna - Remotely
3 “Efficient Incentives in Social Networks: Gamification and the Coase Theorem”
DASKE Thomas, Technical University of Munich - Remotely
4 “I Want to Tell You? - Maximizing Revenue in Two-Stage Auctions”
TSODIKOVICH Yevgeny, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - On site

Session C4 - Network
Wednesday 23 June - 1:20 PM - 3:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): CHAWLA Anushka
Chair: BENE Tizié
Room “Salle Lacydon” (1st floor)
1 “Are close-knit networks good for employment?”
RUIZ-PALAZUELOS Sofia, University of Basque Country - On site
2 “Motivating farmer trainers. Experimental evidence from rural Uganda”
FALL Fatou, Université Paris Dauphine-PSL - On site
Session C5 - Migration
Wednesday 23 June - 1:20 PM - 3:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VIDAL-NAQUET Elie
Chair: GOVIND Yajna
Room "Salle Mucem" (2nd floor)
1. "The Cultural Assimilation of Individualism and Preferences for Redistribution"
   HAMMAR Olle, Uppsala university - Remotely
2. "A dynamic theory of the urban network"
   SCHMUTZ Benoît, Ecole Polytechnique - Remotely
3. "Public Transfer Receipt of EU Migrants in the Netherlands"
   SUARI-ANDREU Eduard, Leiden University - Remotely
4. "Is naturalization a passport for better labor market integration? Evidence from a quasi-experimental setting"
   GOVIND Yajna, Paris School of Economics - On site

Session C6 - Political economy III / IV
Wednesday 23 June - 1:20 PM - 3:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PEVERI Julieta
Chair: NEISSER Carina
Room "Salle Notre Dame" (2nd floor)
1. "Fiscal rules and the reliability of budgetary plans: evidence from local governments"
   MANCINI Anna-Laura, Banca d'Italia - Remotely
   POTRAFKE Niklas, Ifo institute - Remotely
   NUPIA Oskar, Universidad de los Andes - Remotely
4. "The Effects of Public Disclosure by Politicians"
   NEISSER Carina, University of Cologne - Remotely

Session C7 - Health III / IV
Wednesday 23 June - 1:20 PM - 3:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): GENNA Kevin
Chair: EYMÉOUD Jean-Benoit
Room "Salle Joliette" (1st floor)
1. "Covid-19 and urban exodus: did urban dwellers contaminate rural dwellers?"
   BÉRARD Guillaume, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - On site
2. "Access to care during the COVID-19 Pandemic in France. Results from the SAPRIS Cohort Study"
   JUSOT Florence, Université Paris-Dauphine - On site
3. "How Does Sudden Disability Affect Personal Income? An Empirical Study Among Older European Workers"
   BONDOUX Justine, Université Paris Est Créteil - On site
4. "Labor Dynamics and Actual Telework Use during Covid-19: Skills, Occupations and Industries"
   EYMÉOUD Jean-Benoit, Banque de France - On site

Session C8 - Fertility, family planning, child care, children, youth
Wednesday 23 June - 1:20 PM - 3:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): TISSOT Valentin
Chair: LE FORNER Hélène
Room "Salle Esterque" (1st floor)
1. "The Unintended Consequences of Maternity Leave Allowance on Fertility and Career Decisions"
   FONTENAY Sébastien, Université Libre de Bruxelles - Remotely
2. "Should we subsidize assisted reproductive technologies?"
   LEROUX Marie-Louise, Université du Québec à Montréal - Remotely
3. "Formation of Children's Cognitive and Socio-Emotional Skills: Are All Parental Times Equal?"
   LE FORNER Hélène, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - On site

Session C9 - Urban & spatial economics, economic geography
Session D1 - Firm behavior I / II

Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PONSARD Jade
Chair: MAZET-SONILHAC Clément
Room "Salle Grand Large" (1st floor)

1. "Elections Hinder Firms' Access to Credit"
   LÉON Florian, FERDI - Remotely
2. "Entitled to Leave: the Impact of Unemployment Insurance Eligibility on Employment Duration and Job Quality"
   KHOURY Laura, Norwegian School of Economics - Remotely
3. "No double standards: quantifying the impact of standard harmonization on trade"
   SCHMIDT Julia, Banque de France - Remotely
4. "Technological Change and Domestic Outsourcing"
   MAZET-SONILHAC Clément, Sciences Po - On site

Session D2 - Value, culture, social preferences, ethics, ideology

Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): TISSOT Valentin
Chair: GRILLO Alberto
Room "Salle Lacydon" (1st floor)

1. "Preferences for Redistribution and Cognitive Ability"
   BRUN Martin, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona - Remotely
2. "Like Father Like Son? The Intergenerational Transmission of Preferences for Redistribution"
   EL RAFHI Bilal, University of Lorraine - Remotely
   EHRL Philipp, Catholic University of Brasilia - Remotely
4. "Ethical Voting in Heterogenous Groups"
   GRILLO Alberto, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - On site

Session D3 - Public goods and externalities

Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): CHAWLA Anushka
Chair: CERRUTI Davide
Room "Salle Mucem" (2nd floor)

1. "Experimental evidence on sharing rules and additionality in transfer payments"
   STRUWE Natalie, Leopold Franzens Universität Innsbruck - University of Innsbruck - Remotely
2. "Contribution to a public good with altruistic preferences"
   BANERJEE Anwesha, Max Planck Institute of Tax Law and Public Finance - Remotely
3. "Speed limits and vehicle accidents in built-up areas: The impact of 30 km/h zones"
   CERRUTI Davide, ETH Zürich - Remotely

Session D4 - Growth II / III

Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VIDAL-NAQUET Elie
Chair: LE FUR Tanguy
Room "Salle Notre Dame" (2nd floor)

1. "The long-run gains from the early adoption of electricity"
   Brey Bjoern, University of Nottingham, AMSE - Remotely
2. "Asset bubble, growth and endogenous labor supply"
Session D5 - Personal income, wealth and their distribution
Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ELASS Kenza
Chair: FOURRIER-NICOLAÏ Edwin
Room "Salle joliette" (1st floor)
1. "The distributive impact of the Luxembourgish tax-benefit system: a more comprehensive measure"
   VERGNAT Vincent, LISER & University of Luxembourg - Remotely
2. "Pareto distributed wealth and the dynamics of its mean in a small open economy"
   SCHEUER Niklas, Johannes Gutenberg-University - Remotely
3. "Wealth and its Distribution in Germany, 1895-2018"
   BARTELS Charlotte, German Institute for Economic Research (DIW) - Remotely
4. "Bayesian Inference for Distributional Changes: The Effect of Western TV on Wage Inequality and Female Labour Participation in Former East Germany"
   FOURRIER-NICOLAÏ Edwin, Toulouse School of Economics - On site

Session D6 - Housing market and policies
Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ARLIA Daniela
Chair: BASELGIA Enea
Room "Salle Estaque" (1st floor)
1. "Forward to the Past: Short-Term Effects of the Rent Freeze in Berlin"
   WALTL Sofie, Vienna University of Economics and Business - Remotely
2. "Do short-term rentals increase housing prices? Quasi-experimental evidence from Lisbon"
   PERALTA Susana, Nova School of Business and Economics - Remotely
3. "Reclaiming Local Control: School Finance Reforms and Housing Supply Restrictions"
   KRIMMEL Jacob, University of Pennsylvania - Remotely
4. "A Safe Harbor: Wealth-Income Ratios in Switzerland over the 20th Century and the Role of Housing Prices"
   BASELGIA Enea, University of St. Gallen - On site

Session D7 - Political economy IV / IV
Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PEVERI Julieta
Chair: VERDUGO Gregory
Room "Salle Petit Saint Jean" (1st floor)
1. "Toxic Loans and The Rise of Populist Candidacies"
   SARTRE Emilie, CREST - Remotely
2. "Fair Representation in Primaries: Heterogeneity and the New Hampshire Effect"
   SERENA Marco, Max Planck Institute for Tax Law and Public Finance - Remotely
3. "Do Politicians Shape the Electorate? Evidence from French Municipalities"
   VERDUGO Gregory, Université Paris-Saclay, Evry - On site

Session D8 - Business taxes and subsidies
Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VINCENT Sarah
Chair: WASMER Etienne
Room "Salle La Major" (2nd floor)
1. "The Tax-Elasticity of Corporate Profits under Formula Apportionment"
   NEUMEIER Florian, ifo Institut - Remotely
2. "Profit Shifting and Destination-Based Taxes"
   FRANÇOIS Manon, Paris School of Economics - On site
3. "Do firms have a preference for paying exactly zero tax?"
   DAVIDS Allan, University of Cape Town - Remotely
4. "Land is back, should be taxed, can be taxed"
   WASMER Etienne, New York University Adu Dhabi - On site
Session D9 - Environment III / IV
Wednesday 23 June - 4:40 PM - 6:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): GENNA Kevin
Chair: FODHA Mouez
Room "Salle Saint Jean" (1st floor)
1 "The Heterogeneous Tax Pass-through under Different Vertical Relationships"
BORRELLA-MAS Miguel Angel, University of Navarra - On site
2 "Policies and Instruments for Self-Enforcing Agreements"
RUSSO Alessia, BI Norwegian Business School - Remotely
3 "Healthy Climate, Healthy Bodies: Optimal Fuel Taxation and Physical Activity"
Mattauch Linus, Technical University Berlin - Remotely
4 "Environment, public debt and epidemics"
FODHA Mouez, University Paris 1 Pantheon Sorbonne, Paris School of Economics - On site

Session E1 - Environment IV / IV
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): GENNA Kevin
Chair: GAUTIER Axel
Room "Salle Grand Large" (1st floor)
1 "Centralization of carbon emission certificates revenue in the EU: Impacts on consumption, output, and emissions"
MEIER Volker, ifo Institute for Economic Research - Remotely
2 "Impact of Natural Disasters on the Income Distribution"
PLENINGER Regina, ETH Zurich - On site
3 "The political economy of subsidy removal: Theory and empirical evidence of fossil-fuel subsidy removal in presidential democracies"
MONTES DE OCA LÉON Mariza, DIW Berlin - Remotely
4 "The political economic of financing climate policy : evidence from the solar PV subsidy programs"
GAUTIER Axel, HEC Liège - On site

Session E2 - Risk & insurance
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ELASS Kenza
Chair: KÓCZY László
Room "Salle Lacydon" (1st floor)
1 "Revisiting the Case for a Fiscal Union: the Federal Fiscal Channel of Downside-Risk Sharing in the United States"
ROSSI Luca, Banca d'Italia - Remotely
2 "Rural-urban migration as a risk coping strategy: The role of income differentials"
KHelifa Siwar, University of Lyon 2 - Remotely
3 "Identifying Risk-based Selection in Social Insurance"
Hochguertel Stefan, Vrije Universiteit - Remotely
4 "Network Disruptions and the Security of Supply in the European Gas Network"
KÓCZY László, KRTK Institute of Economics & BME-GTK - On site

Session E3 - Household behavior and family economics II / II
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): CHAWLA Anushka
Chair: OH Sohae
Room "Salle Mucem" (2nd floor)
1 "Intrahousehold Commitment and Intertemporal Labor Supply"
VELILLA Jorge, University of La Rioja - Remotely
2 "ARE MARRIAGE-RELATED TAXES AND SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS HOLDING BACK FEMALE LABOR SUPPLY?"
BORELLA Margherita, University of Turin - Remotely
3 "Estimating Parental Demand for Children’s Screen Time in a Model of Family Labor Supply"
OH Sohae, North Carolina State University - Remotely

Session E4 - Growth III / III
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Session E5 - Welfare, well
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PONSARD Jade
Chair: SALEM Ariane
Room “Salle Joliette” (1st floor)
1. “Measuring Well-Being and Lives Worth Living”
   PONTHIERE Gregory, UCLouvain - Remotely
2. “Feeling good or feeling better?”
   PRATI Alberto, University of Oxford - Remotely
3. “Colonial farming and native welfare Evidence from height evolution in Morocco”
   SALEM Ariane, University of Geneva - On site

Session E6 - Fiscal policies and behavior of economic agents II / III
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): TISSOT Valentin
Chair: LEROY Claire
Room “Salle Estaque” (1st floor)
1. “Redistribution with Performance Pay”
   WERQUIN Nicolas, Toulouse School of Economics - Remotely
   LEVY Antoine, Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Remotely
3. “Trading off fiscal budget adherence and child protection”
   GORTZ Mette, University of Copenhagen - Remotely
4. “Follow the money! Combining household and firm-level evidence to unravel the tax elasticity of dividends”
   LEROY Claire, Ecole Polytechnique - On site

Session E7 - Equity, justice and other normative criteria and measurement
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ARLIA Daniela
Chair: PIACQUADIO Paolo Giovanni
Room “Salle Saint Jean” (1st floor)
1. “Being up front about Income Inequality”
   HILL Brian, CNRS & HEC Paris - Remotely
2. “Assessing Inequality Assessments: A General Representation of Inequality Indices”
   LEROUX Justin, HEC Montréal - Remotely
3. “Equalizing Opportunities from Behind a Veil of Ignorance: A robust approach”
   GRAVEL Nicolas, Centre de sciences humaines de New Delhi, AMSE - Remotely
   PIACQUADIO Paolo Giovanni, University of Oslo - Remotely

Session E8 - Economics of the elderly
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PEVERI Julieta
Chair: DE DONDER Philippe
Room “Salle La Major” (2nd floor)
1. “Mandatory retirement savings in the presence of an informal labor market”
   PARDO Oliver, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana - Remotely
2. “Why Does Consumption Fluctuate in Old Age and How Should the Government Insure It?”
   COMMAULT Jeanne, Sciences Po Paris - On site
Session E9 - Economic demography
Thursday 24 June - 10:20 AM - 12:00 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VIDAL-NAQUET Elie
Chair: BRIOLE Simon
Room "Salle Petit Saint Jean" (1st floor)
1  "On structural transformation and public spending growth"
   PIFARRÉ I AROLAS Héctor, Center for Research in Health and Economics, Pompeu Fabra U. - Remotely
2  "The rural exodus and the rise of Europe"
   BAUDIN Thomas, IESEG School of Management - On site
3  "Age Composition of the Demand and the Secular Stagnation"
   ANGELINI Daniele, European University Institute, AMSE - Remotely
4  "A Poorly Understood Disease? The Unequal Distribution of Excess Mortality Due to COVID-19 Across French Municipalities"
   BRIOLE Simon, J-PAL, Paris School of Economics - Remotely

Session F1 - International trade and finance
Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ARLIA Daniela
Chair: RUTHARDT Fabian
Room "Salle Saint Jean" (1st floor)
1  "Tariffs, Agricultural Subsidies, and the 2020 US Presidential Election: Unintended Consequences"
   LIM Sunghun, Texas Tech University - Remotely
2  "Increasing Returns, Monopolistic competition, and Optimal Unemployment"
   MOLCHANOV Pavel, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE - Remotely
3  "Does India Compete with China? Evidence from Development Projects across 2,333 Provinces in 123 Countries"
   EICHENAUER Vera, ETH Zurich - On site
4  "Protectionism and economic growth: Causal evidence from the first era of globalization"
   RUTHARDT Fabian, Ifo institute - On site

Session F2 - Economics of gender and discriminations II / II
Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): ELASS Kenza
Chair: COLY Caroline
Room "Salle Grand Large" (1st floor)
1  "Why has technological change not closed the gender wage gap?"
   GALVAN Estefania, Universidad de la Republica - Remotely
2  "Gender diversity and labor productivity"
   CHALLE Laetitia, Gustave Eiffel University - Remotely
3  "Resolving Child Custody Disputes Efficiently"
   CELIK Gorkem, ESSEC Business School, THeMa - On site
4  "It's a man's world: culture of abuse, #MeToo and worker flows"
   COLY Caroline, Paris School of Economics - On site

Session F3 - Fiscal policies and behavior of economic agents III / III
Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PEVERI Julieta
Chair: RAJ Anasuya
Room "Salle Lacydon" (1st floor)
1  "Impact of tax reforms in applied models: which functional forms should be chosen for the demand system? Theory and application for Morocco"
   BOCCANFUSO Dorothée, Université Mohammed VI Polytechnique - Remotely
2  "Optimal Basic Income for India"
   LAWSON Nicholas, Université du Québec à Montréal - Remotely
3  "Optimal income taxation in the presence of networks of altruism "
   RAJ Anasuya, University of Zurich - On site
Session F4 - Asymmetric and private information, peer effects II / II
Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VINCENT Sarah
Chair: BRAMOULLÉ Yann
Room "Salle La Major" (2nd floor)
1 "Peer Effects in Higher Education"
   LOPEZ PINTADO Dunia, Universidad Pablo de Olavide - Remotely
2 "Worker Profiling and Reemployment Services"
   CAPPELLINI Sergio, Bocconi University - On site
3 "Binary Outcomes and Linear Interactions"
   BRAMOULLÉ Yann, CNRS, AMSE - On site

Session F5 - Intergovernmental interactions, spatial economics
Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): PONSARD Jade
Chair: LY Tidiane
Room "Salle Mucem" (2nd floor)
1 "The Valuation of Local Government Spending: Gravity Approach and Aggregate Implications"
   KIM Wookun, Southern Methodist University - Remotely
2 "How transport infrastructures shape cities? Evidence from the Regional Express Rail in Paris."
   DELEMOTTE Thomas, Institut Polytechnique de Paris - On site
3 "Fiscal Policy Adjustments to Budget Shocks: Evidence from German Municipalities"
   CHRISTOFZIK Désirée, Federal University of Applied Administrative Sciences - Remotely
4 "Tax competition on the extensive and intensive margins"
   LY Tidiane, Universita della Svizzera italiana - On site

Session F6 - Health IV / IV
Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): TISSOT Valentin
Chair: CARRÉ Benoît
Room "Salle Notre Dame" (2nd floor)
1 "Realization of low probability clinical risks and physician behavior: evidence from primary care physicians"
   SHURTZ Ity, Ben Gurion University of the Negev - Remotely
2 "Subsidizing Domestic Services: Job Creation, Employment Formalisation and the Unintended Health Costs"
   LEDUC Elisabeth, Université Libre de Bruxelles - On site
3 "Firm-bank linkages and optimal policies in a lockdown"
   SECURA Anatoli, Bank of Italy - Remotely
4 "Public health insurance impact on the consumption of healthcare services for low income populations"
   CARRÉ Benoît, Université Paris-Dauphine, PSL Research University - Cnam - On site

Session F7 - Taxation
Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): BAHLOUL ZEKKARI Kathia
Chair: ZENTNER Alejandro
Room "Salle Joliette" (1st floor)
1 "Sufficient Statistics for Nonlinear Tax Systems with Preference Heterogeneity"
   FEREY Antoine, LMU Munich - Remotely
2 "Taxation, Public Spending and Internal Migratory Responses in Switzerland: Who Votes with Her Feet?"
   FONTANA-CASELLINI Laura, Università della Svizzera italiana - IdEP - Remotely
3 "My Taxes are Too Darn High: Tax Protests as Revealed Preferences for Redistribution"
   ZENTNER Alejandro, The University of Texas at Dallas - Remotely

Session F8 - Firm behavior II / II
Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): VIDAL-NAQUET Elie
Chair: EIFE Thomas
Room "Salle Estaque" (1st floor)
1 "Payroll Tax Reductions for Minimum Wage Workers: Relative Labor Cost or Cash Windfall Effects?"
   COTTET Sophie, Paris School of Economics - On site
2 "What Are the Labor and Product Market Effects of Automation? New Evidence from France"
Session F9 - Law economics, Illegal behaviors

Thursday 24 June - 2:40 PM - 4:20 PM (CET - Paris)
Host (PhD): GENNA Kevin
Chair: MARÍN LLANES Lucas
Room "Salle Petit Saint Jean" (1st floor)
1. "Delays at the Border: Court Efficiency and Delays in Public Contracts"
   MENON Carlo, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) - Remotely
2. "Centralized Procurement and Delivery Times: Evidence from a Natural Experiment in Italy"
   DE LEVERANO Adriano, ZEW Mannheim - Remotely
3. "The killing of social leaders: an unintended effect of Colombia’s illicit crop substitution"
   MARÍN LLANES Lucas, CESED - Universidad de los Andes - Remotely